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 REVIVE 
MOBILE ENGINE CLEANING SERVICE 

 Revive (Hydrogen Cleaning System) produces the highest 

quality hydrogen on demand on the market. The hydrogen 

decarbonizing treatment is a better way to clean not only your 

DPF but your entire engine. We introduce a small volume of 

hydrogen into the airstream during a forced regen cycle. We 

will do this by plugging into the diagnostic port and initiating a 

regen cycle. During the regen cycle we will watch before, 

during and after cleaning results. We have done hundreds of 

cleanings that were performed by certified mechanics. Once a 

fleet experiences the advantages and savings of our service, 

they no longer remove their DPF’s for baking. A Revive 

cleaning service makes more sense, your fleet will run more 

efficiently with our service vs just baking the DPF. 

What this means for your fleet: 

NO DPF Removal (No Down Time) 

Cleans From Engine to the Exhaust Pipe 

Example Cleans: 

Engine, Sensors, DPF, DOC, SCR and more… 

After the cleaning, your engine will have better fuel economy, 

more horsepower, torque, and overall run more efficiently. 

These benefits are due to not only cleaning the DPF but the 

entire engine as well. Let us get your fleet on an annual or 

biannual maintenance schedule that will have it running more 

efficiently with our Earth-Friendly cleaning that saves you 

money while lowering emissions and helping to eliminate 

greenhouse gases. 

 

Hydrogen is the way of the future! Are you ready to be part of the Solution while SAVING MONEY 
and keeping your fleet on the road and out of the shop? 



 

What the DPF,DOC, and SCR system does to your 
engine while trapping and burning off the emissions 
leads to unneccassary expenses. Repair cost, more 
maintence, down time, road side assistance, higher 
fuel cost and more. 

 

Cut your CARBON Footprint and SAVE 
MONEY!! 

Let us help get your fleet running more efficiently and put money 
back in pocket. We can come to you and help you get on a 
service program that will keep your fleet on the road. Our 
service takes 45 to 90 minutes and is much lower cost than a 
DPF bake without the down time. We will show you before and 
after diagnostic readings so you can be confident your engine 
received an effective cleaning. The best part is we show you the 
results and if it doesn’t clean we don’t charge. Results vary 
depending on the condition of the engine. Once we put a plan 
together to ‘Revive’ your fleet your savings will increase! What 
do you have to lose? With our service its only a win! Are you 
ready to get started?  
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